
Hannah’s trip to Rome with 
Jofli 

By Hannah 



Plane Flight 
We flew from 
Newcastle airport. 

Jofli enjoyed the 
plane and loved 
looking out of the 
window.  So did I.   

The clouds, sky and 
mountains looked 
cool. 



Pizza Restaurant 
I had the best  
pizza outside a 
very fancy 
restaurant on Via 
Vennetto.   



Piazza Del Quirinale 

We saw 
some great 
things from 
high above.  
We saw the 
presidential 
palace. 



Trajan’s Market 

We saw 
Trajan’s 
Markets  it 
was extra 
cool. 



Forum 
The Forum was 

mega cool I loved 
it  so did Jolfi. 

  
 
 



Colosseum 
 The Colosseum is 

2000 years old! Wow! 
The Colosseum is a 
stage, it also used to 
be a place for 
hunting. 

  



Gladiators 
 Gladiators are 

Roman soldiers 
and I look cool 
don’t  I ? 



Lake Bracciano 
Lake Bracciano is a 

lovely place to be 
such clear water 
and I swam with  
pike!!!! But they 
were more scared 
of me than I  was 
of them so I 
didn’t get bitten 
by their sharp 
teeth.  



Monster park 
The monster park was really 

cool.  In the first picture I 
am standing outside an 
ogre mouth!  The second is 
me in front of a lion. 



Zoomarine 

Zoomarine is a 
fun park, 
water park, 
cinema and it 
has lots of 
shows.  I love 
the way that 
the dolphins 
dive in and out 
of the water. 



Zoomarine 

This picture shows 
the sealions 
dancing! 



Zoomarine 
This water slide was 

extra mega fast!! 

This bird flew right 
over Jofli’s head! 



The Vatican 
Building of the 
Vatican started in 
AD324 but was rebuilt 
in the 16th and 17th 
century. The most 
awesome thing when 
we saw was the Sistine 
Chapel ceiling.  But we 
couldn’t take a 
photograph because 
we weren’t allowed.  



The Vatican 
The Vatican was 
extra mega super 
cool. St Peter’s 
Basilica is one of 
those churches with 
a dome. 



The Pantheon 
The Pantheon  was first 
built in 27BC and  
rebuilt by the Emperor 
Hadrian in AD118-25.   
We saw Raphael’s tomb. 
The Pantheon was 
amazing, I couldn’t 
believe my eyes at how 
the big heavy ceiling 
with a hole in it could 
balance on the arches. 



Trevi Fountain 
Trevi Fountain was 
the most amazing 
fountain I have ever 
seen so far in my life! 



Disco Dances  
These photograph shows us at Ipini 
family park and I miss Sylvia and Lars. 



Thank you 
Thank you for seeing 
my powerpoint! 

 

 

 

Hannah 


